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Division 26:  Consumer and Employment Protection, $44 931 000 - 
Resumed from an earlier stage. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I draw the minister’s attention to page 454 of the Budget Statements, which refers 
to the rental accommodation fund.  Will the minister explain the background of this fund?  Will the 
administration of this fund change?  What type of feedback about the operation of the fund has the minister 
received from industry and consumers?   

Mr KOBELKE:  A large amount of money sits in a fund for tenancy bonds.  At times, this fund is in excess of 
$30 million.  Obviously, such money belongs to tenants, and must be returned.  However, it earns interest, and 
the interest also goes into the fund.  Under the Act, the fund can be used for specific purposes.  The rental 
accommodation fund has been used to provide grants to tenancy advice services.  Over the past year, such 
services have been expanded, and more services have been funded through the rental accommodation fund.  In 
addition, the Act allows for any surplus to be disbursed by the Treasurer.  The Treasurer has drawn down 
$5 million, and that money has been allocated to the Department of Housing and Works to assist in the 
implementation of the recommendations that were made by the task force on homelessness.  For some years, the 
funds have been applied to services relating to tenancy advice.  That measure has not only continued but also 
expanded.  However, there has also been a one-off withdrawal from the fund that has been allocated to 
implementing some of the recommendations that were made by the task force on homelessness.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What is the legislative authority of the fund?  How is a decision made about the 
way in which the interest is spent?   

Mr KOBELKE:  It is set out in the Act.  As I indicated, tenants advice is the standard bread and butter issue.  
The Government fully supports this measure, and such support is reflected by the fact that we have increased the 
number of agencies that receive the funding, and the type of tenancy advice programs that are funded from such 
money.  If there is a surplus in the fund, a provision in the Act allows the Treasurer to disburse money for public 
housing.  Before the Government applied this measure, a formal audit was undertaken with the assistance of 
outside consultants to verify that there was a surplus in the fund.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What does the minister mean by a surplus?   

Mr KOBELKE:  For a considerable number of years, the rental accommodation fund has been used to fund 
tenancy advice services; there is a record of how much has been spent each year.  We can measure the money in 
the fund and the reliability of the revenue that is earned in order to quantify the surplus.  The amount in the fund 
was in excess of $7 million.  However, in recognising the need to fulfil the commitments of the tenancy advice 
services, the amount taken out for public housing was $5  million.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How was that money used?  Last year, there was a big increase in the amount of 
money spent from the fund.  Page 456 of the Budget Statements, shows that the budgeted amount for the rental 
accommodation fund in 2001-02 was $1 million.  However, the actual amount was over $6 million.  The 
budgeted estimate for 2002-03 is back to just over $1 million.  What grants were funded?  Why was the budget 
estimate exceeded by about $5 million? 

Mr KOBELKE:  That is the point I was making; namely, that the $5 million has been transferred out of the fund 
and into public housing for matters relating to homelessness.  If we deduct the $5 million, we are left with 
$1.030 million, and that was the estimated amount for 2001-002.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Therefore, the $1 million represents the amount that has been channelled into 
tenancy advice organisations.  Will the minister provide a breakdown of which organisations receive the money 
and how much they receive?  

Mr KOBELKE:  I will provide as supplementary information the 2001-02 details of the organisations that have 
received the grants and the amount they have received.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Will the minister provide an indication as to where the $5 million was siphoned?   

Mr KOBELKE:  I have already answered that question; the money has been allocated to the Department of 
Housing and Works for the fulfilment of a specific issue relating to the task force on homelessness.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  When an amount of that nature is transferred, the minister’s department would 
know where it is going.  I want to know more than the portfolio -  

Mr KOBELKE:  That is all we know.  The money goes through the various treasury instructions and is then 
allocated to the Department of Housing and Works.  The allocation is made and approved through the proper 
process.  My department no longer has any control over the money, nor does it know where it is spent.   
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Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister stated earlier that it had gone to a homelessness program.   

Mr KOBELKE:  A task force into homelessness made a series of recommendations, which, in part, related to the 
provision of public housing.  Some of the specific programs will be covered by the $5 million; however, the 
expenditure is far more than $5 million.  Some of the expenditure relating to public housing will be met through 
the $5 million contribution from the rental accommodation fund.   

[2.10 pm] 

The CHAIRMAN:  The minister has offered to provide some supplementary information.  I have not taken up 
that offer as yet.   

Mr KOBELKE:  The supplementary information relates to the amount of funding that was provided by the rental 
accommodation fund and the various tenant advice services that received that funding in 2001-02. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Can the minister also provide information about how much was in the fund and 
how much interest was earned?  

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes.   

[Supplementary Information No B41]   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to the schedule of administered expenses and revenues at page 454.  Under 
the heading expenses is an amount of $2.1 million for 2002-03 for administration.  Is that for the administration 
of the rental accommodation fund? 

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Does the minister have a breakdown of those administrative costs?  The fund has 
bonds repayable of about $20 million a year, and 10 per cent of that amount is spent on administration.  That 
figure of about $2.1 million has been quite consistent over time, but does the minister have any details? 

Mr WALKER:  It is not 10 per cent of $20 million.  The figure of $20 million is the amount of money that is 
presumed to be in the fund at any one time, but it is a high-volume transaction business and the amount of 
money that goes through the fund in any given 12-month period far exceeds $20 million.  We can provide that 
information.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I am interested to know the administration costs.  

Mr KOBELKE:  I am happy to provide a breakdown of the $2.023 million in 2001-02 for administration costs 
for the rental accommodation fund on page 454.  

[Supplementary information No B42] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The last item under expenses is receipts paid into the consolidated fund, which in 
2002-03 will be $4.2 million and in 2001-02 was $4.5 million.  Is that also for the rental accommodation fund?  

Mr KOBELKE:  No.  That is for fees or licences collected generally by the department.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to details of the administered transactions revenue at page 456 and to 
revenue from business names registrations, which is under the heading taxation.  How was that estimate done in 
view of what happened in this Chamber some weeks ago, which obviously would have a bearing on revenue 
projections and possibly took place after the budget had been put to bed?  In other words, did the disallowance 
motion on business names registrations have an impact on the budget’s bottom line?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The member rightly alludes to the fact that the revenue from business names registrations will 
decline in part due to the disallowance motion on the fee for the re-registration of business names, and that is 
reflected in this estimate.  However, as a matter of policy, I wish to pursue the requirement for re-registration of 
business names.  I regularly have to deal with the problem of people seeking to use business names that are 
similar to existing business names.  We need a cleansing process to get unused business names off the register.  
A decision was made in early 2000 to no longer require re-registration.  We sought to reinstate that process.  
However, the proposed re-registration fee was disallowed.  That is not good for business.  Although the fee is not 
liked, people want to have some assurance that when they register a business name, it will not conflict with 
another business name.  We therefore need a cleansing process.  It is no good having a fee of only $10 to re-
register a business name.  If people have to go through the process every three years and have to pay a fee of $75 
or $100 to re-register a business name, then they will think about whether they really need that business name 
and will give it up if they no longer have a need for it.  As a matter of public policy there is a range of good 
reasons that we should have a re-registration process and a moderate but reasonable fee so that people will make 
a decision about whether they want to keep a business name rather than have the system clogged up with 
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hundreds of thousands of business names that people do not use.  We will come back with an alternative 
proposal, given that the proposal we put up has been disallowed.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Does the figure in the budget this year take into account the impact of that 
disallowance motion? 

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes.  That is why the figure is dropping.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The 2001-02 estimated actual is a substantial drop on the 2001-02 budget.  What is 
the reason for that drop, because that was budgeted for after the previous coalition Government’s initiative of 
doing away with the triennial renewal requirement? 

Mr KOBELKE:  What was budgeted was based on the fact that there would be a re-registration fee.  That fee 
was disallowed, so a bit over $2 million was not collected.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The disallowance motion was only a few weeks ago, yet 2001-02 ran for 10 months 
in addition to the time -  

Mr KOBELKE:  The registration was not in place at the start of the financial year. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I realise that, but at the start of 2001-02 that would have been budgeted on the basis 
that there was no registration fee that year.   

Mr KOBELKE:  No.  It was budgeted on the basis that we would put in place a registration fee.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Towards the end of the financial year?   

Mr KOBELKE:  Not towards the end; during the year. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Did the minister think he would get it through a lot more quickly than he did? 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Deputy Leader of the Opposition does not understand how the regulations work.  We put 
the regulation in place and we work on the basis that it will hold; and, if it is disallowed, we then deal with it. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  But in preparing the budget, the minister would also work on the basis of how long 
the regulation has been in place.  Was the regulation supposed to take effect for the full financial year?   

Mr KOBELKE:  Mr Walker will explain.  

Mr WALKER:  In the lead up to the election, the previous Government amended the regulation to change the fee 
from $75 to zero.  The change to the regulation was simply to change the zero back to $75, or some other 
appropriate figure.  Therefore, for that year’s budget there was a reasonable expectation, given the decision of 
the Government, that the full fee would be in place for that period.   

[2.20 pm] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The member is talking in policy terms, and I will pursue that.  He said that not 
having a fee is not good for small business.  What degree of consultation took place with the small business 
community?  Does it think the fee is good for business?   

Mr KOBELKE:  We went through the same degree of consultation that the last Government engaged in when it 
removed the fee.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The last Government knew that the small business sector wanted the fee removed.  
Did this Government consult with small business about its reintroduction?  We talked with another minister 
about the fact that the Government prides itself on small business impact statements and finding out small 
business wants.  

Mr KOBELKE:  It is my understanding that the decision to remove the fee was not made on the basis of 
consultation.  Very little consultation occurred in that regard.  The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
Western Australia did not agree with the removal of the reregistration fee. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What about the small business organisations?  A number of organisations deal 
predominantly with small business.  I am not talking about the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.  Has the 
Government dealt with any of them?  Presumably not. 

Mr KOBELKE:  We are not aware of any correspondence or complaints.  The CCI criticised the last 
Government for removing the fee, and said that it was frivolous and bad policy. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  If I provided letters of complaints from the small business sector, would that help 
influence the Government’s thinking on this?   

Mr KOBELKE:  I would be very happy to receive them. 
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Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister clearly has not consulted.  He made a frivolous comment about not 
getting any letters.  I would be happy for him to simply say that he did not consult the small business sector, and 
that the only organisation he heard from was the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.  

Mr KOBELKE:  It grates that a member whose Government hardly ever consulted with anyone and simply 
ignored any submissions that were put in front of it is suggesting that we should have done more consultation in 
this area.  The former Government’s behaviour was an advantage to us in opposition because many constituents 
who were clearly supporters of the Liberal Party gave up on it and came to us.  This Government has gone 
around umpteen times seeking to consult.  The member’s attitude does not fit with the practice of the member 
and his party in government.  The absence of the renewal fee in 2001 saw a marked increase in the re-registration 
rate from 59 per cent to 72 per cent.  If that were to be multiplied, approximately 4 300 additional businesses 
would remain registered each year.  If there were no re-registration fee, 4 000 to 4 500 extra names would stay 
on the books, most of which would not be used.  A sizeable registration fee of around $75 will help cleanse the 
register of names.  That is good for business and for this State.  

Mr WATSON:  I refer the minister to the second dot point on page 442.  Could the minister outline the success 
of the inaugural consumer conference?   

Mr KOBELKE:  The theme of the inaugural consumer conference was consumer credit.  The conference 
attracted more than 120 registered participants and strong local and national media coverage.  The keynote 
speaker was United States academic and consumer credit expert Robert Manning, from Rochester Institute of 
Technology in New York.  My experience of the little bit of the conference I attended and the feedback I have 
received indicates that the conference was very successful.  The timing of the conference was designed to 
coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the introduction of consumer protection legislation in this State by John 
Tonkin’s Government.  It was worthwhile to see what progress has been made in this State, and to mark a new 
era of real consumer protection, which will be provided by the progress this Government wishes to make.  The 
conference was also the opportunity for announcing that we will move on a range of issues.  We will renew the 
two Acts that cover this area and invite more direct consumer input through a consumers council that provides 
advice and points of view about the different regulatory or consumer protection activities of the department.  The 
conference was very successful.  We will consider how we should repeat that sort of conference.  It is very 
important to promote a higher public profile for consumer protection issues.  

Mr WALDRON:  Page 456 contains the details of the administered transactions revenue table, which the 
member for Mitchell referred to earlier when talking about business name registrations.  I do not understand the 
figure for land valuers.  It might be something innocuous.  The revenue increases from an estimated actual in 
2001-02 of $3 000 to a budget estimate of $77 000.  The actual for 2000-01 was $4 000.  The increased figure is 
consistent across the forward estimates.  What does that relate to and is there a specific reason for it?   

Mr KOBELKE:  It has me nonplussed.  I will seek to give an explanation by way of supplementary information 
on the large fluctuation in the figures for land valuers in the details of the administered transactions revenue table 
on page 456. 

[Supplementary Information No B43] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I return to fuel prices, which I touched on earlier.  Pages 438 and 442 refer to the 
regulatory environment.  The regulatory environment relating to fuel specifications is not directly under the 
minister’s portfolio as it is an environmental matter.  However, the minister has some responsibility because of 
the fuel pricing regime.  What is happening with the possible changes to the fuel specifications ? 

Mr KOBELKE:  The last Government committed to very high fuel specifications for Western Australia, in 
keeping with an offer from the BP Pty Ltd refinery in Kwinana.  It was also part of the worldwide greener cities 
program, which aims to provide fuel that conforms to higher environmental standards.  The change the last 
Government made to the standards was a leap that is well in advance of the standards that apply around the rest 
of Australia, and has been matched by very few places internationally.  We now have the difficulty that a 
premium price must be paid for fuel of those specifications.  Until recently, that premium was 0.85c a litre, 
which has been judged to be fair and reasonable.  A range of changes is taking place between the fuel companies 
that threatens to greatly increase that premium.  That could potentially rise to 5c a litre or, if it must be imported, 
9c a litre.  It is also not practical to import fuel from another refinery on a commercial basis.  It is possible to 
source fuel of that specification from a number of refineries, but only on a spot-market basis.  There are 
difficulties with transportation because the specifications require a very low level of methyl tertiary butyl ether, 
meaning that a company cannot use a ship that may have previously carried a load containing MTBE.  There are 
problems associated with cleaning the tanker.  For a range of reasons, there is a threat that the fuel specifications 
will drive up the price of fuel in Western Australia and inhibit the ability to supply fuel.  BP has already stopped 
its fuel supply from Kwinana to Broome.  Problems like that exist.  We have been seriously looking at how we 
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can get around that problem and vary the fuel specifications or provide some means that will allow companies to 
import on a commercial basis.  Although companies can import fuel from other sources, the cost structure is not 
commercially viable for a range of reasons.  Those things are under consideration.  It is a difficult issue.  We 
wish to maintain the highest possible standard for fuel specifications and provide a competitive market for the 
supply of fuel.  Hopefully, we will be able to announce something in the near future, but the issue is still being 
considered by government.  

[2.30 pm] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister did a lot of wriggling on that one.  We have all heard the phrase “in 
the near future”.  We all know the reality that the minister and his ministerial colleague are split on this and that 
the minister has problems in Cabinet.  When will it happen?  The minister just said that the range is 5c to 9c a 
litre.  The key date is 1 July.  Will the fuel specifications be changed by 1 July?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The member should realise that I have answered the question fully.  His suggesting that we 
must do things by certain dates is at odds with the previous Government’s inaction; it was in power for eight 
years and did nothing but remove controls or protection for motorists.  It was totally inactive, but suddenly the 
member is making this self-righteous request that we deliver by a date set by the Opposition.  It is nonsense.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to page 444 and major achievements.  Reference is made to a commitment to 
ensure compliance with the fatigue management strategy for commercial vehicle drivers.  Additional funding 
from the road trauma trust fund will be used to target this area and two additional inspectors are being recruited 
to promote improved compliance.  Is that additional funding from the trust fund a one-off allocation or will it be 
continued?  

Mr KOBELKE:  It is continuous.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How much is it?  

Mr KOBELKE:  It is $250 000.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How many inspectors are involved in this and at what levels are they employed?  

Mr KOBELKE:  Extensive answers have been provided on the issue.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Was information provided about the inspectors?  

Mr KOBELKE:  I answered the first question because that information was not included in the earlier answer.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  If all levels and numbers have been provided, that is fine.  What will the two extra 
inspectors do in that area?   

Mr BRADLEY:  They are going through an induction program.  They have been recruited to enhance our ability 
to implement the code of practice, which is under review.  We are examining a recommendation to develop 
operating standards for regulation.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What consultation is being conducted with the transport industry about this?  

Mr KOBELKE:  I have already spoken about this program.  It was initiated by the previous Government and it is 
very good.  This Government has taken it up and has allocated additional funds.  The road transport industry has 
become very professional in recent years.  It seems to be well coordinated through the transport forum.  The 
Government is doing extensive training work with the industry.  It is great that the industry is very forward 
looking.  It is keen to modernise and is focusing on health, safety and training.  We have a high level of 
commitment from the industry.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I would like to hear about consultation, because I do not believe any questions were 
asked about that earlier.  

Mr KOBELKE:  Is the member asking about consultation undertaken by the previous Government?  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What consultation has taken place?  The Government is beefing up resources in this 
area.  What consultation is taking place with the industry, who has been consulted, how does that consultation 
occur and so on?  

Mr KOBELKE:  This is a stuck record.  Consultation may be the member’s mantra, but we should talk sense.  
This program was initiated by the previous Government.  I do not know what consultation it did, but I do know 
that the industry welcomed it and this Government has found extra money for it.  When the member for Kingsley 
was the minister responsible for this area, she hunted for money for the program because she believed it was 
worthwhile.  The industry is saying it loves it; it thinks it is important.  
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Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Which people in the industry?  The Government is spending an additional 
$250 000.  Who in the industry has been consulted and what have they said?  

Mr KOBELKE:  We do not formally consult or keep records on consultation when a program is judged by the 
Government and the industry to be important and working well.  When we get that sort of feedback and there is 
no criticism, we do not deflect our efforts and waste our time and energy consulting.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Government is spending $250 000 more without talking to people in the 
industry.  It must have spoken to someone in the industry.  

Mr MARLBOROUGH:  Get on the phone and ring them yourself.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Perhaps I already have.  For the edification of the member for Peel, let us talk again 
about fuel prices.  Page 442 refers to a priority initiative to cap the maximum wholesale price for fuels other 
those that are already the subject of a cap.  Presumably that means LPG.  What fuels will have a maximum 
wholesale price, and when and how will that be done?  

Mr KOBELKE:  It will be applied in the first instance to ULP, with the potential to be run on to other products.  
It will be done after extensive consultation.  I do not want to disclose to the member information that might 
prejudice that consultation.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  It is a priority initiative.  What types of fuel will be capped?  

Mr KOBELKE:  In the first instance, ULP. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  There is already a maximum price for ULP and other petroleum products.  What 
extra fuels will be included?  

Mr KOBELKE:  We will look at other fuels.  ULP is the major product; more than 80 per cent of the gasoline 
sold is ULP.  When we have that in place and working properly we will look at the others.  We have ideas about 
how it will apply to other fuels.  The initial thrust is to get it working for ULP. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  We have discussed the fact that the maximum wholesale price system is not 
working.  The Government has listed this as a priority initiative, so it must be important.  The budget papers state 
that the department will set the maximum wholesale price for fuels other than petroleum.  What other fuels?  

Mr KOBELKE:  We will look to the other forms of gasoline and LPG.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Does that mean all other forms of gasoline and LPG?  

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Does the minister believe that that will have an impact on driving down the price of 
fuels?  Why does the minister want to do this and when will he get around to doing it?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The figures I have indicate that LPG is used in only two per cent of registered vehicles in 
Western Australia.  It is a small part of the market, but it is important.  For those who rely on it, it is of prime 
importance.  We have that in mind and we are working on aspects of it.  As I have already indicated, it is further 
down the priority list.   

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  According to the budget papers it is a priority initiative.  

Mr KOBELKE:  We will keep that in mind as we carry forward the current matters.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How will the department impose the maximum wholesale price on LPG? 

Mr KOBELKE:  It will happen after consultation. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister now likes consultation.  

Mr KOBELKE:  I said that because I knew the member would like it.  

[2.40 pm] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  We are in agreement.  Did the legislation include provision for a maximum 
wholesale price for liquefied petroleum gas? 

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes, it did. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Once implementation of a regime has been worked out, given the legislative 
backing, a maximum wholesale price can be established.  It is apparently a priority initiative, so I presume a lot 
of work has been done on it.  How much work has been done on setting a MWP for LPG? 
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Mr KOBELKE:  It has been referred to the petroleum products pricing unit within the Department of Consumer 
and Employment Protection.  It has commenced research on the Western Australian LPG market, including 
identification of regulatory options; a brief historical analysis of LPG prices in WA compared with other 
Australian States and Territories; an overview of current and past regulation of the LPG market at both the 
federal and state level in WA; investigation of regulatory initiatives in other countries in the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development; economic analysis of the Western Australian market covering major 
players, market share, barriers to entry, vertical integration, volume etc; identification of distinguishing features 
in the WA market and their impact on consumers; and identification of options for regulation of the WA market 
policy parameters and boundaries.  That is indicative of some of the work already done. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Is LPG too expensive on the retail market?  

Mr KOBELKE:  That is my view.  I will wait for confirmation after discussion with various players.  It is my 
view that LPG is overpriced in Western Australia.  That is an issue that the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission took up, although I did not find its report very convincing, so we asked the commission 
to have another look at it.  I do not think correspondence between the Government and the ACCC on 
investigation of LPG is finalised. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Will a maximum wholesale price for LPG result in a price reduction for 
consumers?  

Mr KOBELKE:  If it did, we would implement a MWP.  That is why we must consult and work up the models. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister said earlier that he was going to do that. 

Mr KOBELKE:  That is what we mean when we refer to giving it priority.  If we had a fair guarantee that such a 
regulatory regime would deliver, we would implement it.  It is sitting behind the work we are doing on unleaded 
petrol. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Is there any other reason the Government would establish a maximum wholesale 
price for LPG other than to bring down the price? 

Mr KOBELKE:  I do not know about another reason.  Reducing the price of any petroleum product is a complex 
matter that can be caught up with a range of other issues.  Other issues would be involved, but the primary object 
is to guarantee supply at the best possible price. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Will the minister not say that if a maximum wholesale price is established, it will 
reduce the price of LPG? 

Mr KOBELKE:  It would depend what model was used.  We are looking for a model.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  If a maximum price is established, will it be to bring down the price of LPG?  

Mr KOBELKE:  That is right. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to the fuel unit in the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection.  
What is the annual cost of its operation and how many FTEs are employed there? 

Mr KOBELKE:  I am told that the current budget for that unit is $1.4 million and it has 12 FTEs. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Are they directly involved in that unit?  I gather that figure does not include any 
proportion of the chief executive officer’s salary or that of any other officers. 

Mr KOBELKE:  None of the overheads relating to other staff is apportioned to that unit.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How does that amount compare with the amount for the last full year?  I believe it 
was established in January. 

Mr KOBELKE:  I understand it has possibly increased by about two FTEs to assist in the compliance area.  
There has also been expenditure on consultancies, given that we put in place forensic auditors, for example. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister might not have the detail available, but what is the total cost of 
operating that unit, including overheads, consumables and consultancies?  How much has been spent on each 
consultancy and which ones are they? 

Mr KOBELKE:  I am not willing to put officers to a great deal of time and effort to measure consumables and 
the amount of paper that was distributed.  However, I am happy to provide by supplementary information a list 
of the consultants employed to work for the PPPU and the payments made to those consultants. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I want to know how much it costs to run as a business unit.  

[Supplementary Information No B44] 
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Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister referred a couple of times to the forensic auditors, who are 
presumably being paid for from the total appropriation.  What is the total cost of that contract?  Who got the 
contract and when?  I seem to remember seeing somewhere in the contracting details while the contract was 
under way that the contract was up for grabs again.  Does the contract have to be renewed or extended?  I am 
referring in general terms to pages 438 and 442. 

Mr KOBELKE:  Most, if not all, of that information will be covered in supplementary information.  In relation 
to the PPPU, we will provide details for the current financial year of all the consultancies entered into, which 
ones they are, the task they did and what they are being paid. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  If a consultancy must be renewed or extended, will that information be provided? 

Mr KOBELKE:  If a different contract is let, that information will be provided in the answer. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What is the status of the forensic audit contract?   

Mr WALKER:  The forensic auditors have done a great deal of work and received probably hundreds of 
thousands of pages of information from the major oil companies.  We have been reviewing the maximum 
wholesale price.  Much of the work they have done will give us some insight into appropriate costs out of the 
terminals and the like, so we hope to make some recommendations on that review shortly.  The forensic auditors 
have also been particularly helpful in providing us with background information that we have been able to utilise 
in determining whether to prosecute major oil companies because they do not supply petrol at the MWP.  The 
auditors are continuing their work.  It will be useful in reviewing the MWP and in providing us with accurate 
information about the industry, including the status of fuel cards in the market.  The member may recall that that 
issue has been mentioned to select committees and in other arenas.  We are engaging forensic auditors to provide 
us with a great wealth of information that is not available to us.  It is our way of ensuring that the information on 
which we base our decisions and advice to the minister is accurate. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Much of that information will be commercially sensitive.  Will it be possible for 
that report or information to be made available, albeit without any commercial details included?  

Mr KOBELKE:  No.  There are boxes of it.  It would be a huge job to distil what might not be commercially 
confidential and we could run the risk of breaching the trust of these companies if we applied the law and asked 
them for this information.  It would also involve a huge commitment of resources and take us away from our task 
of looking after the needs of motorists.  It will not be feasible to provide information gained by the auditors on a 
privileged basis. 

[2.50 pm] 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  How will that information be condensed so that the minister can make some 
judgments on it?  Will the minister receive a report?  

Mr KOBELKE:  I will receive various reports, depending on the issue.  The department now has a base of 
extensive data, which the petrol pricing unit will go through and seek to utilise.  Different things might be pulled 
out at different times, as has already been indicated.  If a prosecution were afoot, the department might go back 
to look at particular things.  For instance, if the defence against the charge were that the fuel company did not 
have supplies of a particular fuel at a certain time, the department would be able to find among that data lists that 
would provide details on fuel inventories that might be relevant to the prosecution.  Sometimes that confidential 
information includes the actual price at which fuel is sold wholesale or retail.  That is confidential information of 
that company.  Only a limited number of officers would have access to that information.  The source data would 
not come to me; it might be shown in a graph or general statement of the department that it thought the mark-up 
was such and such, or that there was a difference in price at the company’s level and some other level.  Even 
though it is distilled, that sort of information is still confidential because other competitors might be able to work 
back from it.  The reports that come to me, which might provide an inkling on confidential matters, could not be 
released, because it would breach the duty we have to these people when we apply the law and ask them to turn 
over all their books. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Would the minister be prepared to give his opposition counterparts a detailed 
briefing on that material when it is collated?  The Leader of the National Party and I have direct portfolio 
interests in this matter.  

Mr KOBELKE:  Only on the basis that a list of specific questions be provided that the department would seek to 
answer.  The department could then judge whether those questions could be answered without breaching the duty 
to keep the information confidential.  
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Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I have a number of questions on the initiatives the Government has indicated it will 
carry out on fuel prices.  Would the minister be prepared to provide, by way of supplementary information, a list 
of the various initiatives that the Government committed to on fuel pricing, the progress of those initiatives and, 
for the matters that have not yet been carried out, such as fuel cards, an indication of when there might be some 
action on those?  That would save my asking a series of questions now. 

Mr KOBELKE:  It would be easier to take a series of questions now, rather than leave it as a broad issue that 
would leave the Government open to accusations that it had left something out.  I am very happy to answer the 
specific issues.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Especially as we have only seven minutes to go.   

In relation to the regulatory framework on fuel pricing, when will some action be taken on oil company credit 
cards?  The minister mentioned that the forensic auditors would look at the use of credit cards and so on.  When 
will a system be put in place to determine the impact of those cards on retailers’ margins and ensure that they are 
not used to circumvent normal commercial arrangements? 

Mr KOBELKE:  Can the member clarify the question?  I am not sure what issue he is raising.  Fuel cards play a 
role and have a range of implications.  The Government deals with the companies that provide it with fuel cards 
and has encouraged one of the large independents to become involved in that process, for which a company must 
tender or go through an approval process.  Is the member talking about the way they can camouflage - 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The oil companies can get around any normal retail arrangements by using a fuel 
card, which in effect places the nature of the transaction between the wholesale level and the consumer level.  
For example, a lot of retailers are increasingly finding that a high proportion of their market share is through fuel 
cards because of aggressive marketing by the oil majors.  In effect, they have no choice but to take the margin 
applied to the fuel card.  Consequently, normal retail competitive considerations do not come into play.  In 
effect, they are made the slaves of the oil companies.  The maximum wholesale fuel price system is not yet 
working.  If it did work, it would enable retailers to compete like crazy and so on in the normal way.  The oil 
companies are circumventing that through the use of fuel cards.  It is a very clever strategy.  A recommendation 
of the select committee, which the Labor Party in opposition said it would uphold, related directly to this matter.  
I will leave that question with the minister.  He may want to provide additional information on that.  I have some 
other questions, but I will put those on notice.  Those questions relate to commitments on fuel pricing and other 
matters.  I am happy to call it quits.  

Mr KOBELKE:  The point was made that this matter is receiving consideration.  It is one of the many things the 
department is looking at, but it is not currently receiving a lot of attention.  

The appropriation was recommended. 
[3.00 pm] 
 


